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Going Beyond Consent
The very notion of seeking consent to erotic touch implies looking for
permission for something to happen. People usually have lots of
experience offering permission for someone to do something physical to
them. We commonly endure medical procedures, social touch we don’t
want, and sex that is less than optimal – all with consent. In contrast, very
few people have lots of experience attending to their desires in the
moment, asking for what they want, and feeling encouraged to change
their minds when things aren’t going well. This program asks us to cocreate a new sexual culture that goes beyond consent.
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We all have too much experience enduring unwanted touch. As children
we are taught to endure hugs, pats on the head, pinches on the cheek, and
kisses from relatives we would rather hide under the bed to avoid. Being
tickled against our will is an all too-common game. Being forced to eat the
food on our plate limits our bodily integrity. Family violence is
commonplace. We live in a culture that normalizes sexual violence. Bad
sex is even more common. People learn to endure. We forget – or don’t
know - what our Yesses, No’s and Maybes feel like. And once we’ve been
trained to endure, it’s hard to get out of that habit. Enduring is a default
mode for sexual experience in our culture. The whole concept of
“consent” fails to account for this.

In addition to our personal habits, we need to attend to cultural forces that
preclude the possibility of open communication. Social status profoundly
impacts our empowerment. Trauma, fear, shame, cultural expectations and
entitlements, and embodied oppressions all contribute to disempowering
or empowering our voices. Many people need patient practice, so they can
learn to speak their truth and ask for what they want in sexual situations.
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Here as in all my work I am guided by Betty Martin’s teachings
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Others are well-practiced at speaking their truths and asking for what they
want. They need to learn to stop their unconscious entitlements and start
making space for others’ needs and values.

Creating culture beyond consent requires neuroplastic change. Working
and playing in our neural learning zone, we can learn to live outside our
habitual responses and well-practiced cultural scripts. (see the E-Book on
The Neural Learning Zone) In order to make new neural pathways, we
need to feel safe enough, and excited enough, to get brave. We need to
practice long enough to change our defaults.
To get beyond consent, we can ask:
•

Are we feeling able to track our own shifting body sensations and
emotions from moment-to-moment, so that we can really notice our
Yes, No or Maybe unfolding along a spectrum of response? Can
we communicate when that changes?

•

Is an activity something we are willing to offer, or something we
deeply want? Who is this activity for?

•

Are we comfortable and emboldened enough with the person or
people we are with to change our minds in the middle of an activity
we have asked for or agreed to, if we stop enjoying it? Is our
guidance welcomed, if we do that?

We need social space and patient, embodied practice as we learn to tune in
simultaneously to head, heart, gut and genitals, and find alignment there
with what we want to offer or request. When this ability is weak or does
not yet exist in us, how can we make space to learn and have the
opportunity to practice?
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Spectrum of Response
In staggering numbers, we are sexually, physically and emotionally
abused, as children and as adults. Our psychic boundaries are transgressed
and eroded by inattention and bullying, neglect and unwanted touch. We
often address these painful woundings by armoring ourselves against all
feeling, or by dissociating and “going along with” sexual scenarios we
don’t author and don’t want. Finding our way back to our erotic
connection with all life paradoxically requires us to relearn and reinforce
our boundaries, to empower ourselves and each other with a range of
choices in erotic situations, and to explore the vast and uncharted
territories between yes and no. We can practice relearning and reinforcing
our boundaries by feeling into a spectrum of response, many times a day,
as we make our choices. Notice what you want, where you are willing, and
where you enduring without being in full heart. Notice all the different
ways you feel No and Yes. Notice the vast expanse of Maybe that opens
between uncertainty and curiosity.
Teaching on the Spectrum of Response has been amplified and nuanced
by Corinne Diachuk, and you can dive even more deeply into it through
programs with her or other courses at the Institute.
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Body-Based Inquiries
We can explore how we feel a sense of “Yes,” “No,” “Maybe,” and “I
changed my mind.”

How does “No” feel in the body? Where do we feel a No? In the belly? In
the face? Is there a muscle clench? A temperature change? Paying
attention to the cascade of body sensation that occurs when we ready our
bodies for fight or flight, appease or dissociate helps people understand
and honor their choices. We can also notice if our choices feel habitual.
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No might be new and hard for us, in a particular situation or relationship –
or is there an automatic No? How does “Yes” feel in the belly? Does
heartbeat slow or accelerate? What happens in facial muscles? What is the
different felt sense of an excited “Yes!” and a relaxed “Oh, Yes….”? What
is the different felt sense with a “Well, okay, if you want to, yes….”?
Paying attention to the different body sensations with different forms of
“Yes” helps us stay in touch with our own wishes, tracking when
agreement is heartfelt and when it is triggered by a distressed nervous
system’s ‘appease’ response. What does “Maybe” feel like? Is it a curious
or uncertain Maybe? What does it feel like to say, “I changed my mind!”?
What does it feel like to disappoint someone? These can be fun, embodied
explorations that help us to empower our own choice and voice and that of
others.

Building capacity for mindful awareness of body sensations, we can
simultaneously learn how to use breath, movement, imagination, sound
and touch to recalibrate our bodies’ responses and to feel more resourced
in our neuroception of being safe-enough to get brave (see the E-Book on
the Neural Learning Zone). While it always remains important to track
real threats, with patient practice we can learn to put an end to enduring –
at least in safe-enough situations – and to feel and speak our truth in erotic
exchanges.

As we begin to ourselves notice more, it can feel harder to go back into
situations where we appease and endure to get by. We need to be able to
hold each other in all that gets harder, and all that we realize has to
change, as we reach for joy and justice.
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Embodiment Tools
Breath, sound, movement, imagination and touch can all be used
consciously and mindfully to support empowered choice and voice.
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Sexual Trauma, Neglect and the
Nervous System
The shocking statistics on sexual assault, rape, child sexual abuse and
partner violence show that sexual trauma is commonplace. Trauma can be
chronic, with ongoing sexual exploitation that reoccurs over and over.
This is often the case for the one in five children who are sexually abused
before they turn 18 years old. Trauma is sometimes a single terrifying
event of violence or assault. One in five women is raped in this way.
Trauma can also be subtle. Oppressions, micro-aggressions and chaotic
life conditions result in lasting injury. Sexual violence is pervasive and it
is also targeted. Trauma happens more frequently to women than to men,
and more frequently to Black and indigenous women and women of color
than to white women. Queer, gay, lesbian and bisexually-identified people
are disproportionally subjected to sexual violence. Transgender people and
trans women face even more violence. Living in a culture where sexual
trauma is both commonplace and targeted affects us all.

Trauma can lead to lifelong difficulties accessing sexual pleasure and
navigating sexual relationships. As victims contend with their lived
experience of terror and powerlessness, physiological responses can get
stuck in the body. Years after a specific trauma ends, survivors can
continue to chronically embody the nervous system responses evoked by
deep distress.

The physiological and psychological effects of neglect are also profound.
Experiments in psychobiology and neuroscience have consistently found
that neglect has a dysregulating effect on the nervous system. Most
children are born into a world that disregards their sexuality and
admonishes or exploits its expression. Adults typically have their sexual
experiences rationed to occasional and unsatisfying exchanges. This
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neglect in itself can be traumatizing.

Unresolved ‘stuck’ trauma or neglect can be lodged in our nervous system
structure and function, so that many people live with a chronic
neuroception of unsafety around sex. Our nervous system is sensing
danger, even when the reasoning part of our brains thinks a situation is
safe-enough. We find it impossible to communicate our needs, try new
things, and ask for what we want. And every time we fail to find our
empowered choice and voice in sexual situations, we groove our threatmanagement nervous system responses evermore deeply.

Sexual trauma is both an individual and collective experience. By working
and playing to transform our personal neurobiology, we begin to feel more
safe with our sexual selves, with practitioners and playmates. We
communicate more freely. We have more choice. We can better
understand and work to transform the social context.

Attunement: A Prerequisite of Intimacy
When relationships unfold within dominant cultural paradigms, driven by
reactive energies and threat management, we are busy trying to manage
others to avoid fear and pain. We isolate to protect ourselves, or we grasp
at social connections that will soothe and satisfy. We ruminate anxiously
on injury and potential peril. If we don’t step back and breathe into curious
inquiry with our reactive energies, we are likely to find that our own and
others’ entitlements and expectations take up residence inside us, like an
inner bully who inhibits us from taking a deep breath, and feeling into our
choice or lack of choice in the moment. The bully comes into every cell
through an anxious fascial clench and stress-based neurochemistry that
riles our emotions, triggering thought-loops and motivating threat-
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management behaviors that want to defend and win our worthiness.
Whether we are trying to overly accommodate others’ desires or fearfully
protect ourselves from even encountering them, the inner bully keeps us
from experiencing intimacy.

Some of us are well-trained in accommodation, appeasement and taking
care of others. Feeling into who and how we are inside takes practice.
Self-intimacy is a primary challenge. We can cultivate a capacity to attend
to our own inner knowingness, and believe in ourselves enough to defend
our truths in our interactions with others, by noticing any sense of cellular
protest, constraint, withdrawal, collapse or caving in. When and how do
we feel a sense of “enough!”?

For those of us trained in paying attention to our own needs, and used to
having others take care of them, feeling into who and how other people are
takes practice. How do we cultivate an ability to invite another’s truth?
How do we find room to allow it without resentment, even when it
disappoints us, or seems uncaring? Can I accept another’s boundaries, and
thank them for their No, even when that means accepting my own pain
and disappointment, and all that gets stirred in me when I feel rejection?”

We can hone our attention to small shifts in posture or tone of voice that
say we are pushing in too fast or falling back too much, or that signal more
closeness and connection may be possible. We can notice any felt sense –
in ourselves or others – of pushing back, reaching toward or turning away.
We can attend to tiny facial expressions and subtle verbal invitations and
evasions. Intention matters. When we are not proceeding from predetermined images of intimacy, but are actually willing and wanting to
meet in right relationship with the one right here with us right now, we
become more sensitive to many small cues that help us find alignment in
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the moment.

Attunement is a delicate, ongoing process of finding, feeling, believing,
communicating and accepting our own and others’ truths. A felt sense of
attunement in any relationship is the sum of many small acts and attitudes,
and much ongoing practice in harmonization. Our capacity for attunement
is profoundly impacted by the attunement we have experienced or failed to
experience in early life, and in all our relations. Understanding that we
each have different needs and competencies is essential. Some of us need
more relational space in order to trust another and listen to ourselves.
Others need more closeness and connection.

We can only invite intimacy; we cannot compel it – and every time we
push too hard or move too fast toward another, we bully. We tell others
that we are unwilling or unable to ally with them; their reticence is
unnoticed and their boundaries are unwelcome. By watching carefully for
tiny signs and inner sensations that signal our own or others’ push-back,
push-in, collapse, withdrawal or accommodation, we can keep making
space for each person to be exactly who and where they are in the
moment. We can notice there are many different ways of joining and
allying with another, including face-to-face, side-by-side and back-toback. Some people might feel alliance better when we stand behind them.
Others need us up ahead so they can follow. When we experience
someone’s withdrawal, we can attune to it by re-centering in our own
integrity and good-enoughness. Allowing each relationship the space and
time it needs, we create a possible future in which we can approach each
other again – when and if that is wanted – from a place of full heart.

We can also call on our own courage, and co-create a culture where
courage is valued, and we bravely reach for authentic intimacy.
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Sometimes we make mistakes, when we are brave. We want to co-create
an environment where making a mistake doesn’t make us into a mistake.
We can navigate conflicts, learn from mistakes, make repairs with
centered accountability, and still belong.

We can see how power dynamics in the dominant culture create huge
barriers to our finding attunement with one another. The dance of loving
connection unfolds in many gender configurations, but it is often apparent
that people socialized as men are trained and expected to push in, while
people socialized as women are trained and expected to collapse, appease
and accommodate. Finding attunement whenever there are habits,
expectations and entitlements based on socialization and life experience
obviously requires special attention and care. People in various
subordinate social roles are often well-practiced in accommodating people
in dominant positions, while people in dominant roles often claim rights to
others’ emotional labour, or move into physical proximity in ways that
usurp access instead of inviting attunement. We need to practice noticing
and being responsible to the ways privilege and oppression play out in
how we ask, expect, listen (or fail to listen) to others and ourselves, and
how we co-create what is possible in different social environments.

Each culture and community has different unspoken rules and common
practices that determine the shape and permeability of people’s
kinesphere, the volume and tone of voices, and the expectations we hold
about physical and emotional availability. Misattunements can result from
cultural differences, conscious or unconscious entitlements, and conscious
or unconscious accommodations. We can fail to learn each other because
we haven’t had teaching and practice in learning others. We simply don’t
know how to do it, or haven’t made time and space enough, or don’t have
sufficient goodwill to listen deeply to each other.
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We can be afraid of sharing anything more than superficial connections
with others, and become distressed when conversations veer from
convention. Or we can be afraid of insignificance, and push others or
ourselves into connections that get too big too fast. Finding attunement
requires courage – we lean out of the familiar as we lean into connection
with another human soul, and find the joyful stretch into our personal and
interpersonal neural learning zones. It can also require reticence.

Many small and large experiences of attuned connection shape our brains
and nervous systems. These are the intimacies with others that resource us.
Being seen and heard, met exactly where we are, invited and welcomed,
and supported to find a joyful stretch into deepening intimacy are
experiences that teach our nervous systems to become more capable of
both self-regulation and co-regulation. Feeling safer with others, we
become more willing and able to be fully ourselves. We become more able
to attend our own body sensations and emotions, and more willing to
accept – despite our fear – our inner truth as that changes from momentto-moment. With practice in safe-enough relational environments where
our truth is noticed and welcomed in its ongoing unfolding, we gain
courage to speak it. We become more attuned to others when we feel safe
enough and self-regulated enough to cultivate our curiosity. When we no
longer need others to simply soothe and serve us, we can really take in the
diverse verbal and non-verbal ways people express Yeses, Nos, Maybes,
and changes of mind from moment-to-moment. Our neural capacity to be
with another fully while simultaneously being fully with ourselves is what
allows us to feel safely held and supported in an intimate connection. I can
welcome you in, without losing track of myself, my difference and my
choice.

Attuned connection with others feels so good. And the experience of
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misattunement feels so bad. Literally, viscerally, through agitation of our
personal and transpersonal nervous system, experiences of being
overwhelmed or abandoned distress and undermine. And yet, building
tolerance for feeling fear and pain without going into reactivity is an
essential element of intimacy. We must learn courage enough to be with
our own and others’ fear – not cowering or condemning it – and be with
our own and others’ pain – not trying to ameliorate, project or fix it.
Cultivating a capacity to hurt without hurting back, to invite intimacy
without demanding it, to feel our fear and act with courage despite it, we
come to know and communicate the boundaries and biophysical limits we
need to stay in right alignment. We make relational space for really
knowing and communicating ourselves, and learning one another. And we
can only expand what is possible for us by finding the joyous stretch
within our personal and interpersonal neural learning zones. Too much
stretch will injure and cause harm. Too little stretch leads to more and
more constraint and atrophy.

Others requests of us are not requirements; their desires of us are not
prerogatives. Our own enormous longings are not demands or destiny.
Love within us and between us is infinite, but we each have – in one way
or another – real limits. In taking space, taking breath, and connecting
with our enriched intentions and purpose, we shake off the suffocating
grip of the inner bully.
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